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Presentation Notes
First before I begin I would like to personally thanks, both Simon and Penny for the help their communities extended to Calgary last year during the flood. The assistance at our time of need was invaluable.



• What happened? 
 

• How did it happen? 
 

• What did we learn,…this 
time? 



• What happened? 
 

 



EVENT CHRONOLOGY 
 

Jun 24 Jun 27 Jun 28 Jun 29 Jul 3 Jul 4 

•0220 – EMO receives call about upstream 
flooding 
•0759 – MEP activation requested by UEP 
•1018  SOLE declared 
 

Barriers indentified: 
•Lack of assessment teams 
•Lack of civic engineers 
•No volunteer coordinator 
•Procurement card limitations 

•SOLE extended 
•Nine Community Support Centres opened  

•Canada Task 1 Force arrives  •All transit lines restored 

•Peak flow (1750 CMS) of Bow River 
maintained for 32 hours until  2200 

•Six communities remain evacuated 
•Calgary.ca restored to full functionality 

•Bonnybrook train derailment •Safety inspections completed 
for re-energization 

SOLE expires. MEP 
remains in effect. 

Jun 20 Jun 21 Jun 22 Jun 23 Jun 25 

•0330 1:100 flow on Bow River 
(1750 CMS) 
•0700 Community evacuations 
completed (26 communities) 
.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The trigger was 9-1-1 dispatch calls to CEMA duty officer @ 2:49/5 regarding reports of overland flooding.  At 05:15 was contacted by DC MacCharles regarding flooding in Canmore and began watching on the news.  Opened the EOC.With visual evidence it became clear that the raging rivers were headed straight for Calgary._______________________________06/17/2013 0730 - Water’s core group of river response personnel met to discuss AESRD’s SARR model results for Elbow for forecast rainfall event 06/17/2013 0830 Informed CEMA EMO of pending rainfall event on Bow and Elbow. AESRD Elbow projections were:�Low scenario – Peak inflow = 110cms, peak outflow 60cms�Mid scenario – Peak inflow = 190cms, peak outflow = 120cms�High scenario – Peak inflow = 320cms, peak outflow 170cms 06/18/2013 1300  - Water’s core group of river response meet. No changes to forecast for Elbow 06/19/2013 1300 - Partial Activation of H2OC – Based on the forecast calling for significant rainfall but no overland flooding 06/20/2013 0220 - CEMA on call EMO receives call from dispatch regarding upstream flooding 06/20/2013 0400 Pathway crews begin closing sections along Nose Creek, Elbow River pathways and monitoring Bow River pathways. 06/20/2013 0440 TransAlta Utilities (TAU) Advises that flows from Bearspaw will increase from 240cms to 400cms in the next 4 hours. They guess that flows to remain at 400cms throughout the day 06/20/2013 0600  - EOC opened by CEMA staff 06/20/2013 0625 - H2OC Activated06/20/2013 0759  - EOC requested open by UEP06/20/2013 0810 - Initial response from Crisis Communication team as the EOC was opened  06/20/2013 0811 - Agency members requested to attend EOC 06/20/2013 0828  - MEP activated by Director 
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Presentation Notes
1. Bow above confluence peaks at 1750cms at 1330hrs June 212. Elbow peaks at 700cms at 2000hrs on June 213. Volume of water in American & Bridal Veil Falls = 568 CMS + Canadian Falls 2271 CMS = a total of 2839 CMS
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Presentation Notes
1. Bow above confluence peaks at 1750cms at 1330hrs June 212. Elbow peaks at 700cms at 2000hrs on June 213. Volume of water in American & Bridal Veil Falls = 568 CMS + Canadian Falls 2271 CMS = a total of 2839 CMS







 
• How did it happen? 

 



Western Aspect of the Bow Valley Watershed 

Foothills  Prairies 

Elbow River 
Headwaters  

Bow River 
Headwaters  
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Presentation Notes
There are two things going on during flood events weather combined with geography.Calgary being close to the mountains means that the drainage basins have very little storage capacity, being mountainous the grades of the upper reaches of the drainage basins drain quickly.To begin with, it began snowing in southern Alberta before Thanksgiving 2012 and didn’t stop until a month after Easter. The mountain snowpack in May was immense, over one metre in places. Further, the spring was wet leaving the ground saturated and streams and rivers bloated. Calgary and some foothill weather stations had greater rainfall amounts between May 23 and 24 than those experienced during the flood a month later. At Livingstone, 96 mm of rain fell on May 25. And a brief warm-up that month started melting the nearly one-metre deep snowpack at the treeline. Weeks before, satellite imagery had revealed basin groundwater to be higher than average leaving the land with little extra capacity to take up additional water from rain and melting snow.60 cm of snowpack, which was about 25 per cent above normal for that time of year, instantly engorging streams and rivulets.Beginning late on June 19, the skies opened and poured for 15 to 18 hours − a fire hose aimed directly at southwestern Alberta. The trapped low studded with thunderstorms just kept drenching the mountains, melting the snowpack but not thawing the partially frozen ground. The already saturated soil on thinly covered steep slopes couldn’t take any more water.And compared to the larger Bow River basing, the Elbow River basin is small and steep. 



Weather Trifecta: 
1. Ground saturated and/or           

frozen 
2. High snow pack and pending     

warm temperatures 
3. Precipitation, rain and/or                     
snow in higher elevation 
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Presentation Notes
This combination of events normally only occurs in spring, 







 

 
• What did we learn 



Lessons Learned 
• Implemented learning's from 2005 Flood 

– Built a new EOC model that focused on recovery 
right away, 

– Built a new emergency operations center, sought 
funding immediately after the 2005 flood (opened 
April, 2013) 

– Rigorous EO and RO practice, practice, practice 
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Lessons Learned 
• Begin planning for recovery DAY 1 of the 

emergency, including recovery metrics 
• Social Media is your friend 

– Mayor primary communicator 
– Heavy use of Twitter 

• Changing work methodology 
– “We can no longer afford to work at the speed of 

Government” LA Fire Capt.  
– Safely, quickly 
– Not policy and procedure driven 

 



 



Lessons Learned 
• Engage Volunteers early and productively 

– Because of the limited area of flood impact, 
considerable segments of community had capacity 
and willingness to assist others recover 

• Ongoing challenge encourage community 
members to take steps to increase their ability 
to protect and take of themselves and others 
without municipal support 
 



Lessons Learned 
• Community has unbelievable capacity for self 

help, out of 80,000 people evacuated, less than 
2,000 needed overnight accommodation 

• Volunteers 
– Don’t try to keep them out 
– Facilitate their success 
– Facilitate tools, transportation, PPE 
– Link to Inspiring Strong Neighbourhoods? 

• Focus on recovery, recovery, recovery 
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The impact• Schools close.  • Citizens urged to remain in their communities.  • Businesses shut down.  • Major events cancelled. • 425 additional shifts called in for suppression. • 5,000 hours of overtime for CFD staff.  • 5,906 responses to 2,900 incidents, a  35.7% increase.
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Impact Civic PartnersCalgary Stampede
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At the end of the day, the greatest success measure are the lives impacted in a positive way…



 



 



 



Fire 
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Presentation Notes
400 rescues in first 48 hours
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